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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which NAT type allows only objects or groups to reference an IP
address?
A. dynamic PAT
B. dynamic NAT
C. identity NAT
D. static NAT
Answer: B
Explanation:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/security/asa/asa90/configu
ration/guide/asa_90_cli_config/nat_objects.html
#18425

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following conference control operations are not
supported by the sub conferences of a multi-level conference?
() Multiple choice
A. Multi-picture polling
B. Timed broadcast
C. Chairman polling
D. Voice control switch
Answer: A,B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements about message translation in a skill are
true?
If auto-translation is enabled and a component has its
translate property set to false, then the component output
message or level will not get auto-translated to the detected
user languages.
A system.Output component that reads its text message from a
resource bundle does not require auto-translation or its
translate property set to true to display translated.
A. For the System.Translateinput component to work, it requires
a previously executed system.DetectLanguage component state.
B. Enabling auto-translation in a dialog flow does not
translate the user input message.
C. A missing system. DetectLanguage state in a dialog flow
causes an exception for components that read their output
message from bundle.
Answer: A,B
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